Abstract. In this paper we explain the relationship of some entropic quasigroups to abelian groups with involution. It is known that (Z n , -") are examples of cyclic entropic quasigroups which are not groups. We describe all cyclic entropic quasigroups with quasiidentity.
Introduction
In this paper we describe cyclic quasigroups in the variety EQ1. This variety contains abelian groups. The variety of abelian groups is generated by integers with the usual addition, whereas EQ 1 is generated by two algebras: integers with the usual addition and integers with the usual subtraction.
The first section is devoted to the basic definitions. In the second section we show that the variety EQ 1 is equivalent to the variety of abelian groups with involution. Thanks to this equivalence, dealing with quasigroups in EQ 1 becomes simpler. The notion of rank of an element can be transfered from abelian groups to quasigroups in EQ 1. In the third section we describe finite cyclic quasigroups in EQ 1. One can also consider infinite cyclic quasigroups in EQ 1. We deal with this case in the fourth section.
Basic information on quasigroups can be found in [2] , [5] . In [3] entropic (in other words medial) quasigroups are considered. In [1] the tables of characters of some quasigroups in EQ 1 are found. 
a\(a • b) = b, (b • a)/a = b,
The conditions 1, 2 and 3 define entropic quasigroup, whereas the condition 4 defines quasi-identity.
We denote the variety of all entropic quasigroups with quasi-identity by EQ1. Example. (Z, -,+,-, 0) is an entropic quasigroup with quasi-identity. We denote the variety of all abelian groups with involution by AGI.
Equivalence of EQ1 and AGI
Toyoda's theorem presents the description of entropic quasigroups: Using Proposition 1 we have: 
-n-times
In AGI every subalgebra generated by only one element has the form:
In EQl we can introduce three kinds of ranks:
The following proposition shows that the ranks mentioned above do not depend on the choice of generator. From Proposition 2 this definition does not depend on the choice of the generator a. By definition of r*(x) we obtain r = 0. Hence b\a. Let k = b"b + r' and 0 < r' < b. Then
By definition of r*(x) we obtain r' = 0. Hence b\k . 
Z x Z be a function such that T(x, y) = (y, x).
It is easy to check the following properties of the operation of taking the integer part. The next proposition will be helpful in proving that ® k a h is associative. 
= \(x + z + (b + k))a, y + (t)b y + (t)b (b + k))a + y + t (b + k)} ,(y + (t)b)b) (ib + k))a,(y + t)b
First we show that the set Za x Zb with the operation ©^ b is an abelian group. 
is divided by a, because a\(2k + ^-) and b\(b+k). Hence the first coordinates The following theorem shows that b belongs to AG I if some conditions concerning a, b, k are satisfied. Moreover Q^ b is cyclic because it is generated by (1,0). Proof. Prom Theorem 9 we know that b is an abelian group. Moreover It turns out that every cyclic algebra in AG I is isomorphic to some Q^ felt follows that every cyclic quasigroup in EQ1 is isomorphic to some 
Infinite cyclic quasigroups in EQL
In this section we assume that Q is infinite. 
Then sgnx(Q) = sgny(Q).
So sgnx(Q) does not depend on the choice of x and we can define sgn(Q) = sqnx(Q) for Q G EQl such that Q =< x > and B(Q) ^ oo. In the next theorem we describe some canonical infinite cyclic algebras in AGI. 
